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Introduction
If there is some thing worth to give attention to asses whether the
provisions of contract ~~l~y formed has binding effect up on parties (JJ~ "
as if they usere law or not, it is to look in to remedies available for theJ~<V~
aggrieved party in case of non-performance and evaluate their adequacy. ' J-VL Vj
This will be done by looking in to the contractual remedies available
under Ethiopian contractual law, the preconditions that the aggrieved
party is required to met so as to demand those remedies in light of
remedies available in other countries and the compensation goal of
contract remedies.
The act of entering into contract is a prior appreciation and acceptance of
the relationships outcomes which result from the interaction. Under our
law, where freedom of contract is the guiding principle one mayor may
not enter in to contractual obligation. It goes with out saying contract is
a legally enforceable agreement, once entered that transaction, the way
out shall be limited; the obligation is to be governed by the mandatory
provisions of the law and the terms of the contract; and as the definition
puts, it is enforceable agreement before the court of law.
In this 1!f1,rkth<Jrriter would like to k on the crucial point "The
binding effect of contract and remedies for non-performance, in
\
particular related to sale". The writer is moved to focus on this point
owing to the fact that contracting parties desperately expect and look for
the performance; no one can be willing to hear even to think about non-
~
performance. The law also by providing the guiding principle under Art
1731(1) of the civil code "Provisions of contra laueful formed ar~ .~
contract and tries its level best to facilitate towards performance. Despite
,c:;:::::::>
all these things, non-performance as a matter of fact, it often oq;urs in.--
contractual relation ships. At this conjecture, the aggrieved creditor~
usually get confused and needs some compensatory remedy. The judge,
arbitrator, or interested party would like to know the outcome of the
already established relationships. And of course the law has blessed the
aggrieved creditor with its remedies.
.•..... ~
( This paper aims at anal zing the binding effect of rovisions of contract
& on parties as if they are laws and r edies for non erformance. That is
it is the provisions of contract lawfully formed that binds contracting
parties to discharge their respective obligatioI2.s.But as a matter of fact
non-performance often occurs, and the law provides remedies as
damages, cancellation, specific performance and price reduction. Among
these remedies it is the first two remedies cheaply available. And in this
work special focus has been made to specific performance and here what
interests the writer most is provisions of contract(!8#efullVformed are
binding up on parties as though they were laws being the guiding
principle, shouldn't it erformance be ro tinely available
remedy?-
The other important issue the writer tried to address is that are the
remedies available adequate or fully compensatory, do they guarantee to----------~\ -------------say contract has binding effect on parties as if it is a law? do the
av~ilable remedies make effective art 1731(1) as it is found on the paper
or does the guiding principle remain king of paper? The inns of the paper
~
revolves around these and other" issues reference has made. to laws Of~
common law countries (Er:gl;?d) '-'> ~~ ~~ ~~ ~1 .,uv-J~
For these purpose, the paper has been divided in to three chapters. The
first chapter is an introductory matter dealing with definition, meaning
and elements of contract various various advantages of contract for the
society and theories of contractual obligations that backs the binding
effect of contract and their incorporation under Ethiopian contract law
are also dealt within this chapter.
The second chapter is devoted on remedies of damages and specific
performance for the aggrieved creditor in case of non-performance. Since
the work of this paper is particularly related to sale contract, the writer
in this chapter has tried to see in detail manner instances of non-
performance that entitles the aggrieved creditor (seller or buyer) to these
remedies and the prerequisite the creditor is required to met so as to
demand these remedies.
The third chapter is highly concerned with remedies of cancellation
(unilateral or judicial) and price reduction. Instances of non-performance
that entitles the aggrieved creditor to remedy of cancellation (judicial or
unilateral) are dealt within this chapter. Situations in which the
aggrieved creditor may cancel the contract unilaterally are also dealt
here. Since, remedy of price reduction is available exclusively for the
buyers, in this chapter the writer has tried to see instances of non-
performance that entitles the buyer to this remedy.
r::A... In a different ~~ctiQnin this chapter, the core of the paper, evaluation of
adequacy the remedies available under Ethiopian contract law so as to
say whether they are fully compensatory or not, is made. In this section
the writer has tried to address the issue that since the guiding principle
is that contracts lane fully formed bound parties as if it is a law,
shouldn't it specific performance be routinely available remedy? Finally,
yet importantly this paper ends with conclusions and recommendations.
CHAPTER ONE
WHY SHOULD CONTRACTS BE BINDING?
1.1. Concept
i. The meaning of contract
The word contract is used differently to name different things. In different
literatures, its possible meaning has been explained, but generally, the word
is often used to denote the following1
1. Agreement
2. The physical document sets forth such an agreement
3. A body ofe-ealing with such agreement
4. The terms of an agreement.
only its meaning as «agreement»is importantly relevant here, because only its
meaning as « agreement» require detail explanation and most importantly
relevantethat is the bases for the existence of the other, and it has
different legal ~onsequence quinces. Accordingl~ the word contract may mean
the followingagreements 2
1. An enforceable agreement between two or more parties to do or not to
___ do a thing or set of things.
2. An agreement between two or more parties creating obligations that is
enforceable or otherwise recognizable at law.
The law only recognizes and enforces certain agreement. Accordingly an
agreement may be either enforceable or unenforceable at law.
It is only an enforceable agreement that the explanation should focus
on because it has different legal effect. Mostly, in most legal materials the
1
word «contract » is also intended to mean this. In this respect it has been
give efinition by· ent egal scholars in different i\teratures.
Salmond defined a contract as an-agreement creating and defining obligations
between the parties» 3
According to this definitionycontract is,~rincipally agreement. However, not- ')
every agreement is contract because some agreements may not create
obligations. Thus, according ~ the definition, Salmond want to mean legally
enforceable agreement. As to this definition, only those agreements, which
create or define obligation, which would exist in relation between parties are
said to be contracts. This definition may not be comprehensive since it
requires a subsequent definition of the circumstances under which the
agreement could in fact create obligation enforceable in the eyes of the law.
/
William Anson, define a contract as: «Anagreement enforceable at law made
between two or more persons b~9ghts are acquired by one or
forbearances of the part of the other or others» 4
According to this definition too, contract means a legally enforceable
agreements. Similarly, this definition requires a subsequent definition of the
circumstances under which the law does in fact attach obligations to
agreement.
~ ii. Definition of Contract
~ There is no a single whole definition of contract in existing legal materials. In
black's law, dictionary contract is defined as:
q «An agreement between two or more parties creating obligations that IS
( enforceable or otherwise recognizable at law» 5
2
« A promise or set of promises by a party to a transaction, enforceable or
otherwise recognizable at law» 6
As have seen form each of the definition grven above, anyone of the
definitions could not give fully the meaning of contract. This is because
contract in addition to its being an agreement or promise; it shall coupled
with other elements such as physical acts, recitals of fact and usage. In deed
contracts more than a promise or agreements include the entire complex of
these elements 7 More over, contract unlike mere agreement or promises, for
a breach of which the law gives a remedy or in someway, the law recognizes
its performance as a duty. Thus, it would be very difficult to compress this
entire feature of contracts in a single sentence.
In different legal system, the contract laws of a country attempts to grve
definition to contracts.
~nJndian la~, contract means an agreement enforceable at law 8 According to
:;;
this definition; a contract consists of two elements, i.e. an agreement, and
legal obligation. An agreement to become a contract, contracted it must give
rise to a legal obligations. Thus, an agreement is a wider term than a contract.
A contract may not include agreements of moral, religions or social nature. As
such, obligations, which one not contracted in nature, are out side the
purview of the law of contract.
I~.Eng~h law, contract means a promise. 9
::::>
The law obligates the one who promise to another to perform the same.
Accordingly, for the existence of the contract, at least there must be an
agreement between two persons. This doctrine was also recognized in USA in'L~~ia~COd;(UCc)'10 ~ ~ ~~ ~1-v'yL3 7
In continental Europe contract is defined as an agreement to create, vary or
extinguish rights and obligations (Art. 11010f French civil code and art. 305 of
German civil code]."! This definition is synonymous to the definition given by
Ethiopian contract law. The Ethiopian contract law defines contract as an
agreement where by two or more persons as between them selves create, vary
or extinguish obligations of a proprietary nature. 12
L
As to this definition, the machinery of contract law gives an agreement j
protection and enforceability to enable it to form, vary or extinct obligation.
According to the definition given under Ethiopian Civil code, one is not
allowed to make contract with himself. That is for the very existence of
contr~~e presence of two or more persons is a must. That created contract
will have effect only up on contracting parties. That is the provisions of a
<) contract will have effect on parties to the contract and that contract shall not
c have effect on third parties. The other important point is, a given agreement to
be contract, that contract should relate to an object, which can be changed
into propriety. That is the object of the contract should have monetary value.
Thus contract pf marriage, contract of adoptions, generally, contract of status
is excluded in our civil code.
iii. Advantages of contract in a society.
Contract has a number of advantages in a society. And if there is some thing
worth to give attention to ensure free market economy, it is contract, which is
indispensable as far as secure market transaction is sought. Contract is
facilitator for the well functioning of the wheel of any economy; 13with out it
the real life of individuals will be hard to imagine, the connotation is simple
that one will only be discouraged to enter into a contract, if he is self-
4
sufficient. However given the scare resource, limited sjill and knowledge, the
need to contractual Involvement is so inevitable. Contracts are probably a
necessary device in any kind of market economy where goods and services are
exchanges by people acting in their own interest. People might not enter in to
agreements that call for some future performance unless they know some
means exist (the law) to force other people to honor their promises. For
example, a small business might be afraid to supply its goods to a large
corporation in exchange for the corporations promise to pay for them next
month unless the business knows it could have out side help to force the
corporation to pay.
It is also true that it would probably be impossible to have an industrialized,
market economy with out contracts. A manufacturer would be unable to do
the kind of planning necessary to run a business if it couldn't rely on
agreements with suppliers to furnish the raw materials needed to make its
products. Similarly, a manufacturer might not be willing to commit itself to
buy raw materials or hire employees if it could not rely on buyers, promises to
buy its products 14
It is not surprising, then, that the contract was accepted as the basis for
business transactions at a very early point in history.
IV. Elements of Contract
Even if we said that there is no single whole definition of contract in existing
legal materials, most of the definitions given by different legal authors states
contract as an agreement. Here, what the writer wants to emphasis is that not
all agreements are contracts. A given agreement to be contract there are there
. .~,~-------
~dity requirements to be full filled The requisites for the existence of
\
Q03~'\\~ I,t,
5\ -
i..,
valid contract are provided under Art. 1678 of the civil code. This art. provides
that" no valid contract shall exist unless
a. The parties are capable of contracting and give their consent
sustainable at law.
b. The object of the contract is sufficiently defined and is possible and
lawful;
c. The contract is made in form prescribed by law, if anYQ!herefore, the
elements that make a given contract valid are capacityJconsent, object
and form".,ifany.
As regards the capacity of the parties to the contract, art 192 of the civil
code establishes the principle that capacity is the rule, incapacity is the
exception. It is only in accordance with a specific provision. of law that a
person can be considered incapable and unable to conclude a valid
contract. In other words, in the same way that all physical persons enjoy
all rights and duties, they are capable of exercising the same; there must
be an explicit declaration of the law to that effect before some one can be
considered incapable 15
This principle is also reinforced under art 196 of the civil code, which
envisages that capacity is presumed; if incapacity is alleged by some one, it
must be proved by that person 16
Art 193 and 194 of the civil code divide incapacities in to two, general
incapacity which depend on age mental condition or penal sentence; and
special incapacities which depend on nationality or functions for various
persons who are prevented under special laws from exercising rights and
duties in connection with Special function which they perform most after in
public life, but also in a private capacity. 17
6
Pursuant to art 199(3) of the civil code, the minor who has not attained the
full age of eighteen years may not perform any judicial act except what the law
allows him to do. Then, if he concludes a contract, it may be invalidated. But
the law expressly provides the circumstances in which the minor can validly
perform an act sustainable at law and how the minors are represented to
perform a judicial act.
In the case of insane or infirm persons whose condition is not notorious or
apparent, their condition is with out special effect on the juridical acts they
perform 18
Yet, the insane person may obtain the annulment of juridical acts if his
insanity or infirmity has been the cause of such defect in performing them 19
and this annulment (invalidation) may be done by that person, by his
representatives or by his heirs.
Regarding the judicially interdicted person, art 358 of the civil code
establishes the principle that they are subject to the same rules of protection
as minors. Thus, they can only conclude a contract where they are specifically
allowed to do so under the law. In a similar fashion, judicial acts performed
by a legally interdicted person in excess of his powers given by law shall be
of no effect 21 These acts may be invalidated by the interdicted person, the
person with whom he has contracted or the public prosecutor as though the
subject matter of the contract performed where ivicil 22 Foreigners, also, may
not own immovable property situate in Ethiopia ( Art 390 of the civil code).
This shows that they are incapable to conclude sale contract to buy
immovable situate in Ethiopia.
7
The other element required in order to make a valid contract is the object of
the contract which refers to the obligation under taken by the parties not the
things to which those obligations relate. A contract is of no effect, unless its
object is sufficiently defined, possible and lawful. In other words, the lack of
an effective (sufficiently defined, possible, lawful) object makes the contract
non-existent, null and void. Pursuant to Art 1714 of the civil code the
obligations of parties or one of them should be a ascertained with sufficient
precision, and they shouldn't be impossible which is absolute and insuperable
(Art 1715) and the obligation of parties or one of them should be un lawful or
immoral (Art. 1716) genderally, in order for there to be a valid contract, the
object of the contract must not be impossible in itself; it must not be illicit or
immoral because the court may not order a contract to be performed.
Also, in order that an existing contract be fully valid, the parties must give
their consent. That is, consent is the primary requirement for the existence of
contract 23 That is, the contracting parties must give their free and full
consent for the existence of the contract. The consents expressed must be free
from defects",Art 1679 the civil code emphasizes the overriding importance of-the parties consent for the formation of the contract and the definition of its
contents, but goes further and specifies that in order for a contract to exist
the parties must intend their agreement to have an obligatory character. In
accordance with this rt, there is no legally binding contract in the case of a
simulated contract or were declarations are obviously not intended serious-~
24 The underlying principle is that consent should e true free and
sustainable at law.
The other~itio~element of contract is form. As regards the form of the
contract, the general principle is that special form is not required in order to
make valid contract 25 But where a special form is required by law, such
8
form shall be observed as envisaged under Art. 1719(2) of the civil code.
There is freedom of form unless other wise provided by special rule
(' In principle, capacity, consent and object are sufficient and there are no
2 formal requirements for the conclusion of contracts. This principle, however,
is set aside in two cases; where the law requires that a particular contract be
made in a special form and where the parties themselves have provided that
their contract will be concluded in a particular form. If the law or an
agreement of the parties provides that the contract must be concluded in a
particular form, fail serve that may result in the invalidation of the
contract 26.-----
1.2. Theories Of Contractual Obligation And Their Incorporation Under
Ethiopian Contract Law.
Generally we do have four theories of contractual obligation--.:.S
1.2.1. Consent theory
23 The mere fact that one promises some thing to another creates no legal
duty and makes no legalremedy available in case of non performance. To be~ ..
enforceable the promise must be accompanied by some other factors. The
question what facts must accompany a promise to make it enforceable at law
will be answered in due assessment of the four most popular theories of
contractual obligation 27
Consent theory posits that contractual Obligations can't be completely
understood unless it viewed as part of a broader system of legalentitleme ts.
Such a system based in .morality specifies the substance of the rights-----individuals m acquire and transfer, and the means by which they may do
so. properly understood, contract law is that part of a system of entitlements
9
that identifies those circumstances III which entitlements are validly
transferred from person to person by their consent. According to this theory
contract has binding effect on parties since parties from the very beginning
enters in to that contract by their ow~sent. This theory has some thing to
~do wit «Pact sent veranda» That i~parties as long as they give their consent
to the details and provisions of the contract they should be bound by those
terms. 28
Finally, a consent theory's account of contractual obligation expeaths and..
justifies the historically recognized defenses to contractual obligation. This
theory explains that since parties at the time of entering in to contract gives
their consent for every details of provisions of the contract, they shall be
bound by their consent to perform it.
J.,..j In Ethiopian, contract law consent, as found under art. 1678(a) of the civil
z~ < ~
code, is one of the validity requirement. It is also stated under art. 1679 of the
civil code that a contract shall depend on the consent of the parties who
. l:\\i\definethe object and every details of their under takings and a~~e~
X~ boun there. It is by their consent that parties define each an~
.I provisions of the contract and bound there by And our civil code under art.. ~ ~
1731 (1) provides the principle of pact sunt servanda that a provisions of a
contract law fully formed shall be binding on the parties as though they were
law. That is ones parties give their free and full consent sustainable at law,
they shall be bound by their consent. Generally, Ethiopian contract law
asserts that parties tc?the contract shall be bound by the provisions of the
contract provided that they give their consent. And consent theory of 1
contractual obligation also asserted the same thing so we can say that this
theory is incorporated in Ethiopian contract law.
10
1,2.2. Reliance theory
sh~r\"".-r is named one sided party based theory becau'--~:=;;:~~.- -
primarily concerned with protecting the promisee. Reliance theories are
theories that explain contractual obligation as an effort to protect _ ~ _
reliance on the promises of other.
This theory have the apparent virtue of explaining why persons may be bound
by the common meaning of their words re ?rdlessof their intentions. Thus, it
has become increasingly fashionable to assert that contractual obligation is
created by reliance on a promise. Reliance theory is based up on the intuition
that we ought to be liable in contract law for our assertive behavior when is
--=:=!~~
creates foreseeable « or justified lenience ))in others P?.
Reliance theories have nonetheless faced a seemingly by insuperable
difficulty. That is as mores when wrote as easily as 1933 « clearly not all cases
"'.; ~
of another are actable, and the theory before us offers no cure as to what
distinguishes those which a~t The deficiency has led necessarily to the
implemented of such purses as justifiable reliance or reasonable reliance.~ ofJ:ff1'
as adjectives however, unrelated to reliance Os elf beca e whethe 'ustified e;eJ7r
or un'ustified or reasonable or unreasonable reliance y ~,
event.w
Further more, whether a person has reasonably relied on a promise depends
on what most ought would or pulped to do. We can't make the assessment
independently of the legal rule infect in the relevant community because what
many people would do in reliance on - primacies rucially affected by their
11
/
perception of whether or not the promise IS enforceable. At>eganse tJ;1eory,
therefore, ultimately does no wore than pose the conical questiQp-that it is
s~pposed to answer is this the promise that should be enforced?
Th~ analysis is no different if we ask whether the promissory knew or had
reason to know the romise would in duce others to act . me, e~n thou~
this formulation lessens a reliance theory's preference for the promisee's
interests.
<
I
A Prediction that a promise can reasonable be expected to induce reliance by
a promisee or third party will unavoidably depend up on whether the promise
or a third party believes that reliance will be legally protected " Further more ,
if a promise is defined ava manifestation of intention to act or refrain from
action in a specified way, so made as to justify a promise in understanding
that a commitment has been made" . Then it wou~ seem that evenly
promise should have expected the promise to relay, but'w6ether the extent of
the promise's reliance was reasonable, . But this returns us once again to the
't> ?ifficult of discerninoeasonable releva:::e.31 ~ 'eJt{...-'-
By providing an overly expansive criterion lof contractual of contractual
'" ~
obligation, any theory that bases obligation on detrimental reliance begs the
;::!: l(
basic question to be resolved by contract theory: Which potential reliance
inducing actions entail legal consequences and which do not? A persons
action in reliance on a commitment are not justified and therefore legally
binding, simply because sjhe has relied. Rather reliance on the words of
<1
I
others is legally protected because of some as yet undefined circumstances
-----::::;::::::::::
These difficulties reveal that reliance theories have problems, that is it must
resort to definitions of contractual enforcement that do not follow from
~f0{~~~ ~~
C{W'fn~ (\ 12
reliance, but one based on more fundamental principles that are left
unarticulated. By failing to distinguish adequately between those
commitments that are worthy of legal protection and those that are not, the
alliance theory failed in its basic mission 32
As reliance theory focuses on protecting the interests of the promisees, as a
result, it can't properly asses the interpretational quality of the process of
contracting. The law of contract exists to facilitate transactions between
persons. In such an enterprise, there is no obvious reason why one party
shall be automatically prefered. Regardless of all these short comings of the
theory reliance theory, plays an important role for contract to have binding
effect on parties 33
Reliance theory is criticized because it fails to distinguish between those
reasonable reliance which are customable from those which are not. That is it
should not be all reliances on the common meaning of words of the promisor
needs action rather the reliance has to be reasonable one. When we come to
Ethiopian contract law, it is difficult to say the reliance theory that backs the
binding nature of contract is incorporated as it is. But we can say that it is
incorporated as it is criticized, that is, as we see earlier consent of parties is
essential element to have valid contract, and parties can declare their consent
through offer and acceptance which are the two important steps for the
conclusion of contract. And as stated under art. 1681(1) of the civil code
declaration of offer and acceptance may take different forms, among these
conduct is one. That is when there is no doubt as to the parties agreement,
conduct of parties may give the implication that they accept or offer the
contract. That is if the behavior or conduct of the promisor induces the
promisee to relie reasonably on the words of the former, then the promisor is
duty bound to perform his promise or to keep the promise.
13
1.2.3. Contemporary Theory Of Contract
This theory of contract is highly concerned with social contract. A
<
contemporary contract theory is, characteristically a doubly hypothetical.
Certainly no prominent theorists thinks that questions of legitimacy and
obligations are settled by an actual survey of attitudes towards existing
arrangements, and are not settled until such survey has been carried out. The
question then is not are these arrangements the object of an actual agreement
amongst parties? The question rather is would these arrangements be the
object of an agreement if parties were surveyed.s+
Although both questions are, in some sense, susceptible to an empirical
reading, only the latter is in play in present day theorizing. The contract now
a days is always hypothetical in at least this first sense.
There is a reading of the first order hypothetical questions "would the
arrangement be the object of agreement if " which as indicated. is still
resolutely empirical in some sense. This is the reading where what is required
of the theorist is that she/he try to determine what an actual survey of actual
parties would reveal about their actual attitudes towards their system of
social arrangements. But their is another reading that is more widely accepted
in the contemporary context.
This theory highly concerned with social contract which is not legally binding.
Hundreds and thousands of social contracts are concluded in each minute.
This is because such contract is easier than the legal contract in that there is
no need of the fulfillment of some requirements, such as the presence of
14
witnesses, the registration of contract in appropriate state organ, the
conclusion of contract in written form etc.
This theory propose that one can only be obliged morally but not legally to
per tom his promise.
Contemporary contract theorists tend to be constructivist in the sense that
they recognize no in depended and determinate external standard of legitmacy
that the contractual device is intended to approximate, but rather make the
truth maker for social agreement is legitimate. Being agreed to make a regime
legitimate it is not that being agreed to it is evidence for legitimacy other wise
conceived.
Generally this theory propose that a person shall be bound by the social
agreement by which other individuals are bound.
On this reading the question really is no longer a hypothetical question about
a hypothetical reaction, it is as said earlier, doubly hypothetical. The question
for most contemporary contract theorists, then is " if we surveyed the
idealized surrogates of actual parties in this polity, would current social
arrangements be the object of an agreement for them?
This theory generally asserted that contraction parties shall be bound by the
terms and provisions of the contract because it is the social agreement that
persons shall be bound by their words.
15
1.2.3.4. Fairness Theory of Contract
This theory propose that contracting parties as long as they conclude a valid
contract, they shall also be bound by the terms of the contract and they shall
discharge their respective obligation according to the terms of the contract.
And failure to perform the contract will not be fair in the eyes of reasonable
man standard. That is once the parties entered in to contract by their own
free will it would not be fair to fail to discharge their obligation under the
contract. This theory is also termed as a standard based theory because this
theory considers the farmers of one's failure to discharge his contractual
obligation from a reasonable man standard point of view.35
16
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CHAPTER TWO
Specific Performance And Damages For Breach Of Sale
Contract.
In the whole field of law there is no right with out a remedy", The reason that
this statement is true is that the only useful test as to the existence of a right
is that some legal remedy is provided. It is somewhat more enlightening to say
that, where no remedy is provided, there is neither right nor duty. Similarly,
in contract transaction the act of entering in to contract is a prior appriciation
and acceptance of the relationship's out comes which result from the
interaction. And the contracting party desperately expects and look for the
performance; no one can be willing to hear even to think about non-
performance. The law favors performance of the contracts and tries its level
best to facilitate to wards performance, as our law says contract once formed
is binding between parties as if it is a law. But non-performance as a matter
of fact, it often occurs in contractual relation ships. At this conjecture the
parties usually get confused and needs some assistance. Accordingly one of
the parties may refuse to perform the obligation for the asserted reason that
his contractual obligation has been excused or terminated. The other party
claims breach and i ere is breach the law has a remedial mechanism to
compensate the party who was honest and willing to perform his obligation.
The purpose of contract remedies is to place a disappointed ~ in as
good position as he would have enjoyed had his promisor PerfOrmedemtract
Law has two methods of achieving this compensation oaP; requiring the
breaching party to pay damages, either to enabl~===:::::::::-;;;:?'
substitute performance or to replace the net gains that the. romised
performance would have generated; or requiring the breaching party to render-----
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the promised performance. The present chapter and immediately succeeding
chapter deal with those judicial remedies namely, specific performance,
damages, cancellation and price reduction. And th written ill try to evaluate
the adequacy of these remedies to say contract is really binding on parties as
.•.- -
if it is a law and this would be done by examining the remedies available for
non performance contract in Ethiopian law in light with remedies available in
other legal system.
2.1. Specific performance
In th civilia system, specific performance is often stated to be the primary
remedy for a breach of contrac~ On the other hand, in common law)specific
performance is an equitable remedy, which is only available in the discretion
of the court, and serves as a supplementary remedy, only to be granted when
damages were inadequat@n Ethiopia? civil~ specific erformance
can impose on the debtor where the following conditions fulfille .7
1. The creditor' ~pecial.interfer
2. Preservation of the debtor's personal liberty
A creditor is said to have a special interest m the performance of the-~~~;;::===~~~~,===~~eJ~¥ (cancellation, and/
or damages) a..re not ad~e. In addition, except the performance of the
same, no way can b sg t to make good the breach: it may be because that- -
the contract concerns a unique subject matter. Here the code seem leaning in
the direction of common law solution, in the sense that the allegation for
specific performance is subjec tot., orne what to courts discretion of their
analysis of where or not the creditor has special interest in the obligation.
Historically, courts of equity will act only where their is no adequate remedy
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at law8. So much so, it can be said that specific performance is ordered where
a creditor has special interest in the performance of the obligation9. The
creditor has special interest where the obligation could not mach to a
substitute remedy other than its enforcement. in other words where the
obligation cannot be made good by substitution of the remedies other than its
enforcement, it could be said that he has special interest to the specific
enforcement of the obligation. The rationale is that why specific performance
will or should in fact be ordered, while the demote should in fact be made
good by other substitutable remedies. Thus, it can be said that specific
performance in Ethiopia is as equitable remedy as the common aw does.
However, in common law since damage is considered "a legal" remedy for
breach of contractlO the adequacy of remedy is sought in relative to damage
only. On the other hand, in Ethiopian law it is in relative to all the other
remedies of non-performance that inadequacy will / should be sought.
The next requirement to award specific performance is that the performance
could not have affected the debtor's personal liberty. According to this
requirement, specific performance could not be ordered where it affect
personal liberty of the debtor.
As it has been said above, specific performance is interest in the performance
of the obligation and where the enforcement of which could not affect he
personal liberty of the debtorll. In construing what constitutes special
interest or what affect he personal liberty of the debtor, thought it seems
discretionary, the court should exercise in accordance with principle and has
to take in to account a wide rang of considerations. Thus, the requirement for
ordering specific performance being only the editor's special interest and the
cast that the informant of which could not affect personal liberty, the court
could not take other moral considerations live an obligation of where
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performance cause the debtor unreasonable effort or expense apart from
affecting his personal liberty.
This is the consequence of the principle that courts could not 'make contracts
for the parties'12
As to George Krzeczunoruicz in his book entitled: "Formation and effects of
contracts in Ethiopian law", the phrase 'social interest' seems included to
exclude specific performance of non structural promise of personal noture13,
such as a promise by an artist, writer or actor or employment contract.
However, this duty [special interest requirement] is lifted by the law under
Art. 2892 of the civil code in relation to sale of immovable. Here the party who
seeks forced performance is presumed to have a particular interest in the
forced performance of the contract 'There is a legal presumption that the
buyer has a special interest in acquiring the immovable in question. He
doesn't have to prove that he has a particular inters tint he immovable.'
2.1.1. Instances of non-performance which entitles
the buyer to demand forced performance
The seller is legally bound to warrant the buyer against any total or partial
dispossession and, that the seller is obliged to guarantee to the buyer that the
thing sold conforms to the contract and is not affected by defects-e. The
warranty obligation of the seller is a law emanating obligation rather than the
creation of agreement of the parties-f . But the seller may break this
obligation either by repudiating or not making any delivery at all or by making
delivery which does not conform to the contract. The seller may deliver
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defective thing or a thing which doesn't possess the necessary quality for its
normal use, particular use or commercial exploitation. The buyer may also
suffer the risk of dispossession by third parties who have right over the thing
when the seller transfers defective title to the buyer. Under such
circumstances the law has remedial mechanisms, which the buyer may,
resort to.
In case of breach of warranty various remedies are available to the buyer
against the seller where the requirements of Art. 2282,2288 and 2289 of the
civil code are satisfied. among the remedies available to the buyer are specific
performance (2332), cancellation [Art.Aes, (342-2346]
Claim for damages (Art. 2360) and pnce reduction (Art. 2343(3) of the civil
code
Under Art 2332 of the civil code it is provided that the buyer who has
regularly give notice of the defects may require the seller to deliver new thing
or missing part or quality of the thing where the forced performance of the
contract may be demanded. In the sense of this article 'acquring things or the
missing part or quality of the thing is taken to amount to forced performance
of the contract. As we proceed, we are going to see that this article contained
important elements like the duty to regularly give notice about the intent for
the forced performance and the requirement that the conditions to require
forced performance are satisfied. The back ground for this art 2332 is Art
1771 (1) of the civil code which states that where a party doesn't carry out his
obligation under the contract, the other party may according to the
circumstances of the case, require the enforcement of the contract ...." The
phrase enfacement of the contract is what is described under Art. 1776 of the
civil code as specific performance or forced performance.
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The party requirmg the forced performance of the contract ( usually the
creditor) has to prove to the satisfaction of the courts that he has special
necessity in the performance of the contract and that the contract can be
forcibly be performed with out affecting the personal liberty of the debtor!".
Of course, in a contract of sale as found under Art 2329 and 2330 of the civil
code, we don't have the fear that the personal liberty of the debtor will be
affected owing to the forced performance of the contract. This is because in
sale contract the obligation of the debtor is just to give and this act in no way
affect the liberty of the debtor.
Article 2332 (1) of our Civil code provides that the buyer up on breach of
warran ty, may require the seller to deliver new things or the missing part or
the quality of the thing where the forced performance of the contract may be
demanded. It is only when the forced performance of contract may be
demanded that it becomes a remedy in case of defect and non- conformity.
Art 2332 governs also cases of non - conformity. According to the sprit of this
Article, the buyer may not only demand the forced performance of the
contract but also the replacement of the missing part or quality of the thing
sold. The phrase" missing part" may refer to non - conformity of the thing
sold provided that the part delivered is not under use. Because it would be
difficult to talk of non-conformity if the thing is already under use. Missing
part shows that there is partial delivery, which is one typical case of non-
conformity 17. Under are 2288 (a) of the civil code it is provided that the thing
shall not be deemed to centum to the contract where the seller delivered to
the buyer part only of the thing sold or greater or lesser quantity he
undertaken in the contract to deliver. There fore, non-confunity should be
readable into Art.2332 of the civil code.
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Nowwhen we turn to the main elements of Article 2332(1) of the civil code,
the main question to be answered is under what circumstances would the
forced performance of the contract be demand by the buyer in cases of defect
and non-conformity. The answer for this is where the requirements of arts
2329 and 2330 of the civil code are satisfied.
As a matter of principle according to Art. 2329 of the civil code , the buyer
may demand the forced performance of the contract where seller has not
regularly according to their agreement delivered the thing to him. Unlike Art
1776 of the civil code, what anisettes particular interest in save contract is
clearly enumerated under art .2330 of the civil code.
Firstly, is there the possibility of purchase in rapprochement of the thing by
the buyer? The answer for this question would show whether or not the buyer
has particular interest in the forced performance of a contract under art.2332.
That means can't the buyer purchase the thing sold to him from another
seller? Is it the seller only who deals in the kind of the thing sold to the
buyer? If the answer to this question is yes, then the buyer can't purchase the
thing in replacement from another seller and hence the buyer can be contract
in the meaning of Article, 2329 of the civil code. Said to have particular
interest in the forced performance of the
Secondly, although it may be established that purchase in substitute may be
carried out, if the buyer is going to suffer a lot of incontinence to carry out the
purchase in replacement, then the buyer has particular interest and may be
granted the forced performance remedy. The inconvenience may be time wise
or money wise. But if the buyer can effect the purchase in replacement
without inconvenience it can't be said there is particular interest on the part
of the buyer since he has no problem to purchase the thing.
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Thirdly agam, even if is possible to accomplish purchase in replacement
without inconvenience, if the buyer has to pay a lot by way of price to perform
the purchase in replacement, then it may be considered that the buyer has
special interest in the forced performances the contracts. If the purchase in
replacement costs the buyer some additional considerable expense inform of
price or otherwise, the buyer has particular interest in the thing and the court
may grant the forced performance of the contract. The buyer may also
require the seller to the defect in the thing be made good within a reasonable
time1B•
Making the defect good may be either making the defective part of the thing
good or replacing the defective thing as a whole with a non defective18 one.
But before granting this remedy to the buyer, courts must ascertain the
fulfillment of the following two conditionst". Firstly, the sale must relate to a
thing which the seller has to make or produce on the specifications given by
the buyer 20. Where the thing is the one, which is produced by the seller
according to the specifications, made by the buyer, and if the seller didn't
comply with the specifications made by the buyer, then the buyer may
demand forced performance of the contract 21. Here, in may opinion, the
buyer may not be quired to show particular interest in making good the defect
because of the specific nature of the contract. That means as the thing is the
one to be produced or made by the seller and he has promised to produce the
thing in accordance with the specifications given by the buyer. the express
specification made by the buyer by itself shows that the buyer has particular
interest in the thing. That is if the buyer had no particular interest in the
thing, he wouldn't have entered the saver to make or produce the thing
according to his own specifications.
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Secondly, even if the seller produces the thing, the seller may not be in a
situation where he can make the defect good. Thus, the seller is required to
make the defect good only where such defects can be made good. But strictly
speaking, one can't say it is impossible for the seller to make the defect good
as it is in fact with in the reach of the seller to make good the defect in the
thing which has been produced by him.
According to Art 2332(1) of the civil code, only the buyer who has regularly
given notice of the defect in the thing to the seller, that may require n forced
performance of the contract in the case of defect and non conformity. In order
to hold the seller liable in his warranty, the buyer must identify the nature of
the defect and notify the seller as to the defect or non-conformity which he
has come across by the examination of the thing. The back ground for this is
and 2293( 1) of the civil code , which states that the buyer who has not
notified the seller of the defects or non conformity may not avail himself of
defect or non conformity unless the seller admitted their existence, This is a
procedural requirement for the buyer in order to require forced performance.
What is more, the buyer should also give notice to the seller within short
period of time after he has ascertained the defect and non-conformity that he
is going to seek the forced performance of the contract 23. This is a very
special and essential notice as the failure to do it results in the lose of one's is
right to demand the remedy of forced performance.P+
It is not a default notice for the non- performance of the contract but that that
the buyer intends to require the forced performance of the warranty
obligation. The seller should be aware that he is going to be forced to comply
with his warranty obligation. Because, even if he is late, he may be able to
perform his obligation. If so, there would be no need for the buyer to go court
in order to demand the forced performance of the warranty.
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The other instance of non-performance which may resort the buyer to remedy
of forced performance is delay in delivery 25. The main obligations of the seller
are to deliver the thing and transfer ownership-s. But some times the seller
may breach his obligation to deliver and transfer ownership of the thing sold,
and in such cases where the thing has not been regularly delivered, the
buyer may demand the forced performance of the contract where it is of
particular interest of him-". The law gives remedy of forced performance to the
buyer where the seller fails to regularly delivered the thing but the buyer
should have particular interest over the thing which is seen in light of Art
2330 of the civil code 28.
Non-delivery by the seller is another instance of non-performance that entitle
the buyer to remedy of forced performance 29. It is the duty of the seller to
deliver the goods, and of the buyer to accept and pay for them, in accordance
with the terms of the contract of sale 30.
The duty of the seller to deliver the goods is a somewhat ambiguous concept
for it covers three entire different possibilities 31
In the first place, there may be a duty to delivery to the buyer goods in which
the property his already passed. Here the duty is specific and, subject to the
question of payment, it is a duty which will be broken should the seller fail to
deliver hose particular goods, if the property has already passed.
In the second place, the seller's duty to delivery may be a duty to procure and
supply to the buyer goods in accordance with the contract, but without any
particularly goods being designated to which the duty of delivery attaches.
Thus, a contract for sale of purely generic goods does in one revise put up on
the seller the duty of delivering the goods, but there is no duty to deliver any
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particular lot of goods. There fore, the seller is perfectly free to deliver any
particular quantity of goods answering the contract until such a duty arises.
There is a third possibility mid-way between the first two. It may be that the
seller is under a personal duty to deliver a particular lot of goods although the
property has not yet passed to the buyer. This always happen in case of an
agreement to sell pacific goods, and clearly the seller cannot resell those
goods without being guilty of breach of contract. Even in the sale of
unascertained goods it is possible for the seller's duty to deliver to attach a
particular lot of goods before the property passes.
Under Art. 22667 the civil code, it is stated that the seller is under obligation
to deliver the thing sold. Art 2273 (1) of the, civil code provides the same
thing. And failure of the seller to deliver the thing sold entitles the buyer to
remedy of specific performance
2.1.2. Specific Performance as a remedy for the seller
When a seller contracts to sell goods he is bargaining for the price 32. That is,
the principal obligation of the buyer he undertakes is to pay the price
expressed in money terms 33_ Infact, sale is exchange of things for money-"
with respect to the payment of the price in the absence of agreement other
wise, there is simultaneity of performance per to Art. 2278(1) of the civil code
that is, the buyer is expected to come with the price at the time when he
demands delivery of the goods. But as per art 2310 of the civil code, there is
some added dimension, namely that, without prejudice to Art 2278 in the
absence of otherwise agreement, the buyer shall not be bound to pay the price
until he has had an opportunity to examine the thing. If the buyer fails to pay
the price, the seller normally sustains a loss, at least to his expectancy
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interest, and if the buyer's failure is not legally justified, it constitutions
breach of contract, entitling the seven to some remedy 35. If the buyer doesn't
effect payment of purchase price, the seller may demand payment unless the
sale related to a thing in respect of which a compensatory sale is imposed by
custom-e. That is the seller can request the court to force the buyer in order
to pay the purchase price where there is no compensatory sale over the
thing-". The requirement for the seller's succeeding in demanding payment is
whether he can effect compensatory sale, can he sell the thing to another
buyer? If the seller can effect compensatory sale, he may not avail himself of
Art.2333 of the civil code, demanding forced performance.
Damages
When a contract is made, there is always a possibility that one of the parties
to it will fail to perform-". If this happens, the defaulting party often must pay
the other party "damages" the amount being determined in any a number of
ways by law or regulation, by trade practice or custom by provisions and
explicit agreement of the parties own device (so called liquidated damages-v].
The other available remedy for the creditor is to require damages for the
damage caused to him as a result of non-performance of the contract by the
debtor+", Damages may be required to be paid where the debtor fails to
perform the contract either totally, or performed the contract but in part, or
improperly, or performed with delay or the creditor refused to accept the
performance on the ground of delay+t. question of damages may be arisen in
the following three reasons+>,
1. When the contract is not performed;
2. When contract is invalidated on the ground of lack of required essential
elements by law;
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3. When damage is caused, but beyond the contractual relationships.
- Contract is considered not performed by one or all of the following reasons+>.
When the debtor fails to perform the contract whether totally, in part, in
properly or delayed+i.The fact that contract is not performed by one or all of
above mentioned reasons can not be the ground for damages to be awarded
unless otherwise the damage exists and the aggrieved party could convince
the court about the existence of the damage 4s.If all these requirements are
fulfilled, then the aggrieved party can require damages in order to be put:
1. Into his previons position, which would have existed had the contract not
been made+",
2. In to the position, which would have existed, had the contract been
properlly performed 47.
Damages may be awarded when contract is invalidated on the ground of lack
of required essential elements. This is intended to put the party whose
interest may be affected as the result of the invalidation of the contract in to
his position, which would have existed had the contract been conciude+".
The third reason when damages may be awarded is in case where damage is
caused, but beyond the contract. one may be responsible for acts performed
by him, causing material or moral damage to other party 49.This liability is
also called extra-contractual liability
The reason why the law awarded damages to the aggrieved party is since it is
the objective of law to keep up the relation of parties in balance'v. In line with
the achievement of this objective of the law, in principle the demand of
aggrieved creditor must be satisfied=. In the contract, damages awarded not
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to punish the debtor but it is a civil sanction to compensate the aggrieved
credi tor52 .
In the common law, damages are considered a basic method of protecting the
rights of the creditor and the creditor can always require monetary
compensation in non-performance of the contract. But in the continental legal
system, damages are put in to the second place and are only awarded in two
cases-" (1) if payment in kind is impossible and (2) if the creditor lost interest
in obtaining such a performance.
Having seen the remedy of specific performance, we shall now turn to
consider the other form of contractual remedy available to the seller in case of
non-performance on the part of the buyer and available remedy to the buyer
III case of non-performance on the part of the seller, where there is a loss
caused called Damages. Under the Ethiopian contract law specific
performance and cancellation are alternative remedies while damages may be
awarded either apart from the other two forms of remedy or concurrently with
one of them->. Semilarly, Art. 2360(1) of the civil code provides that "where
the non-performance of one of his obligation by the buyer is detrimental to
him, the seller may claim that the damage thus caused be made good by way
of damages."
That is the seller can claim damages as independent remedy where non-
performance on the part of the buyer is detrimental to him, sub article (2) of
the same provides that the seller can claim damages as additional remedy to
cancellation or specified performance where the contract has not been
regularly and exactly performed. In the same fashion, even if forced
performance and cancellation, may be applied, as the case may be, the buyer
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may also require that the remedy of compensation for the damage he has
sustained due to cancellation or forced performance.
The buyer as a result of non-performance of one of the obligations of the seller
may sustain damage and in that case the buyer may claim that the damage
thus caused be made good by way of damages. And according to the sprit of
Art. 2360(2) of the civil code the buyer can claim damages in addition to
cancellation, where the contract has not been regularly and exactly
performed.
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CHAPTER THREE:-
CANCELLATION AND PRICE REDUCTION AS A REMEDY
FOR BREACH OF SALE CONTRACT
3:1. Cancellation In general
One of the remedies to which the aggrieved party resorts, where the other
party fails to perform his obligation fully and adequately to perform it
according to the terms of the contract or where there is delay in performance
is cancellation of the contract", Cancellation of the contract is declared
normally thorough the courts. (Arts. 1784-1785 the civil code.)
As a principle cancellation is not unilateral, thereforern.? It is not infact a
right that can be exerecised unilaterally. Unilateral cancellation, thus, is an
exception that exists when the law or the contract permits.P The requirement
of conditions in granting unilateral cancellation makes it clear that
cancellation as a rule, can only be effected though judicial act which is of
in French origin."
To strengthen this arguments, art 178407 the civil code states that "a party
may move the court to cancel contract cut where the other party has not or
not fully and adequately performed his obligations with in the agreed period
of time." In other words, declaration of cancellation as a matter of principle is
trough the court. This is an application of the principle that no one may be
judge in his own case 5.
(
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The court is not bound to grant cancellation rather there are guidelines for
the use of its discretion in this respect". In deeding whether to cancel a
contract or not, court should consider the creditor's and debtor's interest
and the requirements of good faith as per art 1785(1) of the civil code. Sub-
articles (2) and (3) of art. 1785 provides the starting point for the reasoning
leading to the courts granting or disallowing the cancellation of the contract.
Regarding this, George krzeczunowicz said that where no performance of
contract is total and irreversible, it is Obvious fundamental, and cancellation
must be granted>.
As per art 1748 of the civil code, unless exact conformity to the contract has
been expressly agreed or is essential to the creditor, the creditor as a result
of small insufficiency in quality or quantity may not even refuse
performance, so that neither cancellation nor a complementary performance
may be required but the creditor may proportionately reduce his own
performance. On the other hand, where performance remains possible but is
only delayed, the court may, instead of cancelling, the contract on the ground
of non-performance, grant the deserving debtor a period of grace unless this is
provide against by the parties 7.
The issue of cancellation will depend on the determination whether the given
breach of the contract is or is not fundamental in which the very essence of
the contract be affected by the non-performance and it is reasonable to hold
for such reason that the party requiring cancellation of the contract would
not have entered in to the contract with out the term which the other party
has failed to excute being included 9.
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One thing that should be considered is where the court refuses to grant
cancellation, this is in no way affects the aggrieved party's right to
compensation for the short commgs in the performances of the contract.
Upheld by the court (art.1790(1) of the civil code), or reduction of his own
performance pursuant to Art. 1748(2) of the civil code where applicable.
Generally, in order for the court to declare cancellation, according to Art.
1785 of the civil code, the breach (non-performance) is to be considered
serious in two alternative cases
Firstly, where the broken terms is the term to which the parties would seem
to attach greater importance or where they would consider to regard the term
as fundamental one (Art. 1785 (2). Secondly , where the consequence that
results from the breach affect the very essence of the contract, or where it
defeats the very purpose of the aggrieved party in entering in to the contract
(art, 1785(3) of the civil code).
Parallel to arts 1784-1785 of the civil code, which deal with the judicial
cancellation of the contract, arts. 1786-1789 of the civil code deal with the
exceptional case where unilateral cancellation of contact, without having to
go before a court, by the aggrieved party is authorized by law. In other words,
though cancellation of a contract for non-performance generally must be
pronounced by the court, there are situations where it is appropriate to
give a party the right to declare the cancellation with out having to go before
a court.
There are four cases where the cancellation of the contract may be declared
unilaterally by one of the parties. It is allowed where the parties have
expressly agreed." or the time limit for the performance has expired or the
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performance of the obligation has become impossiblet? or that either of the
parties has unequivocally refused to carryout his obligation- '. Art. 1786 of the
civil code talks about unilateral cancellation when the contract permits
while the law permits. Under arts. 1787, 1788 and 1789 of the civil code.
Per art, 1787 of the civil code, having given enough time to other party he
won't accept performance after a certain specified time, the creditor may
cancle the contract unilaterally.
A party may unilaterally declare cancellation of the contract even before the
performance becomes due when he realizes that the other party is in an
impossible position to perform the contract or where the performance by the
other party is hindered or delayed to such an extent that the essence of the
contract is affected 12.
According to Art. 1789 (1) and (3) of the civil code, the information to be given
could be oral as long as it is unequivocal, undeniable, without leaving any
reasonable doubt that the informer says he will not perform his obligations
under the contract . In this case however, default notice is necessary to
cancel the contract (art, 1789(2)).
In other words, when the refusing party informs the other party unequivocally
that he will not perform his obligations under the contract, the recipient
party should put him in default unless the matter falls under sub-art (3) of
art 1789 of the civil code. Now, the refusing party, having been given notice,
may change his mind and guarantee that he will perform the contact at the
agreed time by producing security with in 15 days from the notice--'. Why he
changes his mind may be because he is afraid of paying damages to the other
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party or also because the circumstances that make him to inform the othr
party are gon.
For the purpose of canceling a contract unilaterally, default notice is
necessary as a rule!+, Exceptionally, however, 4 notice shall not be required
and the contract may be cancelled forthwith where the party informs the
other party in writing that he will not perform his obligation 15.
Note, finally, that all the situations under arts. 1786-1789 of the civil code are
exceptional salutations where by a party may cancel a contract unilaterally.
Another important point is that even when cancellation is unilateral, giving
notice is necessary as a rule. It is only exceptionally when the law or the
contract allows that unilateral cancellation may be made with out notice. 16
3.1.1. Remedy of cancellation for the seller.
As in the case of general contract, there is remedy of cancellation in case of
breach of sale contract. In this contract there are different instances of non
performance which entitle the parties (seller or buyer) to remedy of
cancellation (Judicial or unilateral). And this topic will deal with those
instances that entitle the seller to remedy of cancellation.
The seller may apply to the court to order the cancellation of the contract.t?
One instance of non performance on the part of the buyer which resort the
seller to remedy of cancellation is non payment of the price. We have seen in
chapter 2 that non payment of purchase price entitles the seller to claim
forced performance. 18 And this act of the buyer also entitles the seller to claim
cancellation or to declare cancellation.t? As stated under Art 2348(1) of the
civil code. "the seller may forth witt declare the cancellation of the contract in
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case of non payment of purchase price where this right has been expressly
given to him by the contract of sale" That is, if there is any provision in the
contract to the effect that the seller can unilaterally cancel the contract where
the buyer fails to pay the price, then the seller using his right can do the
same. But if there is no such stipulation to this effect, the seller is duty
bound to put the buyer in default ( give default notice ) by fixing reasonable
date where the thing relates to a thing which has current price 20
The other instance of non performance which may resort the seller to
cancellation is default in taking delivery by the buyer.s! It is a duty of the
buyer to take delivery and pay for the goods, in exchange for delivery of the
goods by the seller. 22
Art 2349 of the civil code states" where the buyer fails to take delivery of the
thing on the condition laid down in the contract, the seller may require the
cancellation of the contract, where the failure of the buyer justifies the fear
that he will not pay the price or it appears form the circumstance that taking
delivery was an essential stipulation of the contract". That is, the seller may
pray to the court for the cancellation of the contract, if the failure of the buyer
to take delivery justifies his fear that the buyer will not be in a position to pay
the price. I.e. he may get bankrupt for instance or circumstances justify that
taking delivery was essential stipulation of the contract.
The other instance of non performance which bless the seller with remedy of
cancellation is where the buyer fails to make specifications where the
contract of sale is provision of specifications.P And in this case, provision of
specifications are the duty of the buyer besides payment of price. That is as
per Art. 2334 of the civil code the buyer is duty bound to make specifications
as to the form, measurements or other details of the thing within a fixed time
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in the contract or reasonable period to him" And if the buyer fails to provide
the specifications within the time fixed or reasonable time, as per Art 2333 of
the civil code, the seller will do the specifications by himself, and this
presuposes a prior business relationship between the two. If the buyer fails to
make the specifications and if there is no a prior business relationship
between the seller and the buyer, then the seller may declare the cancellation
of the contract 24
3.1.2 Remedy of cancellation for the buyer
One of the most important remedies to which the aggrieved party resorts
when the other party fails to perform his contractual obligations is
cancellation of the contract. To this effect, Art 1784 of the civil code provides
that "a party may move the court to cancel the contract where the other
party has not or not fully and adequately performed his obligation within the
agreed period of time " Forced performance being an exceptional remedy
cancellation is cheaply available remedy.w
Similarly, Art 2336 of the civil code in sales law repeats the same thing when
it refers to Articles 1784-1789 by stating that the buyer may require the court
to order cancellation of the contract of may declare the cancellation of the
contract in accordance with the provisions of Art. 1789 of the civil code
pursuant to this article, there fore, cancellation could be unilateral (by the
aggrieved party) or through the medium of the court. Generally, the writer
under this topic will deal with instances of non performance on the part of the
seller that entitle the buyer to remedy of cancellation (judicial or unilateral)
pursuant to Art 2336, therefore, cancellation could be unilateral ( by the
aggrieved party) or through the medium of the court. Unilateral cancellation is
the exceptional remedy provided for the buyer where right to this effect is
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reserved in the contract and when the conditions to implement this right are
fulfilled. 26
In order to cancel the contract unilaterally, there must be a provision in the
contract permitting the parties to unilaterally cancel the contract in case there
is delay or failure to perform one's contractual obligations.v?
As in the case of general contract, in case of sale contract a contract shall not
be cancelled unless there is a breach of fundamental provision of the
contract-'' The fundamentality of a term may be proved by the fact that had
the aggrieved party known of the breach he wouldn't have entered into the
contract. Thus, breach of a fundamental term of the contract may include
breach of warranty-? because this amounts to breach of law, as under
Ethiopian law, warranty is creation of the law than the agreement of parties.
Hence, it follows that, if there is a breach of warranty of the thing sold to the
buyer, he is entitled to bring an action for the cancellation of the contract as a
whole seeking the avoidance of the sale contract and the return of all or part
of purchase price or reduction of the price because of the defects or non
conformity in the thing. 30 The defects or non conformity in the thing may be
the one, which renders the thing absolutely useless or its usability so
inconvenient that the buyer wouldn't have bought had he known of the defect
and non conformity thus constituting breach ofwarranty.s!
Some times, however, even when there is no defect or non conformity in the
thing sold, the buyer may request the cancellation of the contract where the
seller declared in good faith to the buyer that the thing sold has some quality
at the time of the contract but which is latter on found not to exist 32. This is,
however, provided that this quality was the principal motive to induce the
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buyer to purchase the thing. The Ethiopian legal system also under Art.
2344(1) of the civil code points out that the contract may be cancelled where
the thing is affected by a defect against which the seller warranted the buyer.
The buyer is not entitled to the cancellation of the contract for all and any
kind of defect appearing in the thing but only for those warrantable defects
against which the seller has warranted the buyer 33
Non warrantable defects are defects of small importance where the defects
doesn't affect the utility or usability of the thing such that, the thing could be
put to use notwithstanding the defect-" Thus, the contract may not be
cancelled where the defect is of small importance and it appears that the
buyer would have bought the thing had he known of the defects. If it is
established that the buyer wouldn't have refused to buy the thing even
knowing the defect in the thing, then the defect is of small importance and
wouldn't result in the cancellation of the contract.
Where the sale relates to sale of several countable things and only some of
them are found to be defective, the contract may be cancelled only with regard
to such defective things.v' The rule in such a case is partial cancellation of
the contract with regard to the defective part of things. However, the contract
may also be cancelled totally depending on the nature of the things sold
where the defective thing can't be separated from those which are free from
defects unless it be with considerable inconvenience to the buyer or the
seller-" If the cancellation relates to that part of the contract with regard to
the principal thing it shall also extend to the accessories even if they have
bought under a separate sale contracts. 36
This is because if the mam thing is to be returned to the seller because of
cancellation, the accessories would bring no use to the buyer.
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According to Art 1747 (1) of the civil code, in a sale relating to fungible things,
unless there is a contrary agreement in the contract, the seller may choose as
to the thing he has to deliver.
If there is an express agreement as to what to be delivered by the seller, the
seller has to comply with the agreement. But in the absence of such
agreement, the seller may deliver a thing he wanted. Even if the choice is
given to the seller, however, there is guideline called average quality which
shouldn't be violated by the seller .37
The seller may not deliver a thing which is below" average quality". Average
quality is a question of defect, of it has to be understood in the light so Art.
2289 of the civil code. If the thing delivered by the seller conforms to the
average quality of the thing, the buyer can't refuse it because of minor
defects.w The buyer therefore, may not refuse fungible things simply on the
ground that the quality offered to him doesn't exactly conform to the contract.
But the buyer may require the partial cancellation of the contract per to Art.
2345(1) of the civil code, where part of the thing delivered to him is below the
required average quality.
Also, article 2343(1) of the civil code allows the buyer to cancel or require the
cancellation of the contract in cases of non conformity where part only of the
thing sold is deliverer to the buyer or part of the thing doesn't conform to the
contract. This is one situation of warrantable non conformity, because Art.
2288(2) of the civil code states that the thing sold shall not be deemed to
conform to the contract where the seller delivered to the buyer part only of the
thing sold or a greater or lesser quantity than agreed in the contract.
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The other case of warrantable non conformity in which the buyer is entitled to
cancel or require the cancellation of the contract is where the thing sold is
wholly delivered to the buyer but part only conforms to the contract and part
not.>?
In both cases, the rule is partial cancellation of the contract because the rule
says that in such cases the buyer may not cancel the contract for the whole.
What is allowed is partial cancellation of the contract for the part not
delivered and for the part not in conformity with the contract. The buyer may
cancel or require the cancellation of the contract for part of the thing or
quantity of the thing not delivered. In cases where part of the thing sold only
conforms to the contract too, the law is interested in the partial cancellation
of the contract only for part which doesn't conform to the contract.t?
Total cancellation in cases of non conformity IS permitted only by way of
exception. It comes into operation only under two circumstanccs+s, Firstly,
when it is very essential to the buyer to cancel the contract totally.'< and
secondly, where the date fixed in the contract for delivery of the totality of the
thing sold constituted a compulsory date for the delivery of the whole thing 44.
Essentiality in the total cancellation of the contract exists where it is proved
that the buyer wouldn't have entered into the contract had he known how the
seller would excute the contract.s=
Thus, partial delivery leads to the total cancellation of the contract where it is
shown that the buyer wouldn't have entered into the contract had he known
that the seller is going to deliver part only of the thing sold. Like wise, partial
non conformity to the contract results in the total cancellation of the contract
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where the buyer proves that he wouldn't have contracted within the seller had
be known that there would he non conformity of thing sold with the contract.
The other situation where total cancellation of the contract is allowed in case
of partial delivery is where the date fixed for delivery of the thing sold
constitutes a compulsory date for the delivery of the whole thing but the seller
delivered only part of the thing on that date. 46 Even if the seller delivered the
undelivered part subsequently, the contract can be cancelled totally including
the delivered part where the date agreed up on for delivery is a compulsory
date for delivery of the whole.f" So, what matters is whether the compulsory
date fixed is for delivery of the whole or part only of the thing sold.
As regards to dispossession pursuant to Art, 2281 and 2282 of the civil code
the seller shall transfer to the buyer an unassailable rights over the thing sold
and warrant the buyer against any total or partial dispossession which he
might suffer in consequence of third parties exercising their right at the time
of the contract. This is a law emanating warranty not contractual warranty.sf
Therefore, the seller is duty bound by law to warrant the buyer against
dispossession by third parties who have right over the thing sold. By virtue of
Art. 2342(1) of the civil code, if the buyer is totally dispossessed from the
thing he bought which the seller has warranted him against dispossession, he
may cancel the contract as of right. This article talks about warrantable
dispossession and presupposes dispossession made through the order of the
court as a result of a third party exercising his right over the thing. In such
situation the buyer may cancel the contract unilaterally without giving notice
to the seller.49 The only remedy the buyer may resort in case of dispossession
is to cancel the contract and claim compensation for any damage he has
sustained. The buyer may not reclaim the thing from third parties who
dispossesed him i.e. he can't require the forced performance of the contract.
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In case the buyer is partially ousted from the thing the contract mayor may
not be cancelled depending on the will of the buyer. 50 The contract may not
be cancelled where the part dispossessed from the buyer is of small
importance and it appears that the buyer would have bought the thing had he
known that he would be dispossessed of such part 51. The buyer may be able
to put the thing to use irrespective of the dispossessed part.
Pursuant to Art. 2341(1) of the civil code, the buyer may also cancel the
contract where as a result of a defect affecting his title the seller has not
transferred the whole ownership of the thing to the buyer. This Art. refers a
to as situation where the ownership of the thing is not transferred to the
buyer because of third parties who have encumbrance over it. Here,
possession is not transferred to the buyer and hence dispossession is not yet
materialized. Even in such situation, in light of this article the buyer may
require the cancellation of the contract for fear of future dispossession.
Because he will not be able to exercise unassailable right of ownership over
the thing due to third parties who have right over the thing.
The contract may however, not be cancelled where the buyer on buying the
thing knew of the encumbrance over the thing 51 That means, awareness on
the part of the buyer lifts the liability from the seller. In such a case the buyer
is going to bear the risk of dispossession himself. Also, the contract may not
be cancelled where the right of third parties with which the thing sold is
encumbered is of small importance and it appears that the buyer would have
bought the thing even knowing the encumbrances over it.52
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3.2. price Reduction
The other remedy which is available to the buyer in case of non-performance
on part of the seller is price reduction. 53 As rule, the primary obligation of the
seller is to deliver the thing sold to the buyer.t+ That is the seller has to deliver
the whole quantity of the thing they agreed in the contract. But as a matter of
fact the seller may fail to do so i.e. he may deliver part of the thing only or the
delivery may not conform to the contract, such cases as we have seen earlier
the buyer may not cancel the contract for the whole unless it appears he
wouldn't have entered in to the contract, had he known how it would be
excuted. And where the buyer is not entitled to cancel or require the
cancellation of the contract, he may confine himself to paying to price
proportionate to the value of such part as has been duly delivered to him->.
That is which the seller delivers part only of the thing or a thing when doesn't
conform to the contract to the buyer, then the buyer can accept [take
delivery] of those thing which conforms to the contract or those part of the
thing delivered and proportionately reduce the price he will pay only to the
thing delivered to him properly. 56
3.3 The adequacy of contractual remedies available under
Ethiopian contract law.
So far we have seen various contractual remedies by which the law blessed
the aggrieved creditor in cases of non-perforamcne, particularly by giving
special focus to sale contract. And since it is not all
kinds of non performance that entitle the aggrieved creditor to those remedies
[damages, cancellation, Specific Performance, and price reduction] the writer
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has also tried to see those instances of non performance which entitle the
aggrieved creditor to those remedies.
In the present topic what the writer will do IS, to evaluate the adequacy of
these remedies. That is, the guiding principle being" provisions of contract
lawfully formed shall bind parties as if they were law" do the remedies
available guarantee this guiding principle? In this topic, the writer is highly
interested to address the followingissues.
As the mam goal of contract remedies is to place the disappointed
promise in as good position as he would have enjoyed had his promisor
are performed, one the available remedies adequate to achieve this goal
of contract remedies?
- The breach of contract, practically, always causes mental vexation, feeling
of disappointment and contract frustration in the aggrieved creditor. And
are these costs recoverable under Ethiopian contract law or do the
remedies available cover such effects of breach?
- In Ethiopian contract law it is the remedy of damages and cancellation
[unilateral or judicial] cheaply available. That is specific performance is
not routinely available, but specific performance being the most accurate
method of achieving the compensation goal of contract remedies because
it gives the promise a precise performance that he purchased, should
this remedy have been routinely available.
- What is the position of courts to wards those remedies?
- Whether the legal requirements that the aggrieved creditor shall met are
fair or not. Particularly with regard to forced performance.
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All the above issues will be addressed by looking in to remedies available in
Ethiopia in light of those remedies available in other countries. And various
justification forwarded to restrict the expanding of remedy of specific
performance and the counter justification.
It is nice to begin from specific performance, the current law regarding specific
performance is courts grant specific performance when they percive that
damages will be inadequate compensation 57. Specific performance is deemed
an extraordinary remedy, awarded at courts discretion.P'
It must be remembered that specific performance is not a matter of right, even
when the plaintiffs evidence establish a contract at law and sufficient for
recovery of damages, ordering specific performance ( enforcement) of the
contract is a matter with in the sound judicial discretion of the courts>''. The
plaintiff was required to show the goodfaith and equities of its own position
and the trial chancellor, in weighing the equities, was entitled to consider
whether a decree of specific performance would work an unconscionable
advantage to the planted or would result in injustice 60. The same is true in
Ethiopia contract law that is it is with in the discretion of counts to grant the
aggrieved party a remedy of forced performance.v! That is unlike other
remedies [ cancellation and damages 1 in case of specific performance the
aggrieved creditor can't claim for it as of right by his election, rather it is
through the medium of the court that he would be granted for it provided that
he proves to the satisfaction of the court that it wouldn't affect the personal
liberty of the debtor and it is of his special interest.v?
Promisors can raise a number of defenses against specific performance that
are not available against a damages award, like inadequacy of consideration,
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lack of security for the promisee's performance, the promisor's unilateral
mistake and the difficulty the court would in supervising a specific
performance decree 63. And it is quite obvious that these defenses serve to
restrict further the availability of the specific performance remedy.
Further, courts currently refuse to enforce contracts providing for remedies
different from those that they would grant "liquidated damage clause" with
sufficient high damage provision would in effect guarantee performance by the
promisor because the costs to him of breach would always exceed the costs of
perforrnance.v+ However, courts will not enforce such clause usually,
liquidated damage clauses are enforced only if they reflect a reasonable
forcast of actual damages the damages courts would grant in the contract 65.
In addition, courts seldom enforce contract clasuses that provide for specific
performance in the event of breach 66.
Specific performance IS the most accurate method of achieving the
compensation goat of contract remedies because it gives the promisee a
precise performance that he purchased 67.
The natural question then is, why specific performance is not routinely
available. There might be three explanations of the law's restrictions on the
specific performance 68. First, the law's commitment to the compensation
goal may be less than complete; restricting specific performance may reflect
an inarticulate reluctance to Pursue the compensation goal fully."? That is, if
specific performance is cheaply available by the election of the aggrieved
creditor, it would make him reluctant or careless to exhaust other remedies.
He may stick on specific performance rather than pursuing the other
remedies. Second, damages may generally be fully compensatory. In that
event expanding the availability of specific performance would create
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opportunities for promisee to exploit promisors by threatening to compel, or
actually compelling, performance, without furthering compensation goal."?
The third explanation is that concerns of efficiency or liberty may justify
restricting specific performance might generate higher transaction costs than
the damages remedy, or interfere more with the liberty interest of promisor's."!
With respect to the second justification, current doctrine authorizes specific
performance when courst can't calculate compensatory damages with even a
rough degree of accuracy 72. If the class of cases in which there are difficulties
in computing damages corresponds closely to the class of cases in which
specific performance is now granted, expanding the availability of specific
performance is obviously unnecessary.t- Further, such an expansion would
create opportunities for promisees to exploit promises. The class of cases in
which damage awards fail to compensate promisees adequately is, however,
broader than the class of cases in which specific performance is now
granted?".
Thus, the compensation goal supports removing rather than retaining present
restrictions on the availably of specific performance.
It is useful to begin by examining the typical case for granting specific
performance under current law, the case of unique goods 75. When a
promisor breaches and the promisee can make a transaction that substitutes
for the performance the promisor failed to render, the promise will be fully
compensated if he receives the additional amount necessary to purchase the
substitute plus the costs of making a second transaction. In some cases
however, such as those involving works of art, courts can't it identify which
transaction the promisee would regard as a substitute because that
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information is often in the exclussive possession of the promise 76. Moreover,
it is difficult for a court to assess the accuracy of a promisee's claim?". For
example, if the promise breaches a contract to sell a rare emerald, the
promisor many cram that only the Hope Diamond would give him equal
satisfaction, and thus may sue for the price difference between the emerald
and the Diamond. It would be difficult for a court to know whether this claim
is true. If the court seeks to award money damages, it has three choices.tf
granting the price differential which may over compensate the promise,
granting the dollar value of the promisee's forgone satisfaction as estimated
by the court, which may; over compensater or under compensate; or granting
restitution any of sums paid which under compensate the promisee.
The promisee 1S fully compensated with out risk of over compensation or
under compensation if the remedy of specific performance is available to him
and its use encouraged by the doctrine that damages must be foreseeable
and certain 79.
If specific performance is the appropriate remedy in such cases, there are
three reasons why, it should be routinely available'w. The first reason is that
in many cases damages actually are under compensation. Although promises
are entitled to incidental damages, such damages are difficult to monetize.
They consist primarly of the costs of finding and making a second deal, which
generally involves the expenditure of time rather than cash, attaching adollar
value to such opportunity costs is quite difficulty. Breach can also case
frustration and anger, especially in a consumer context, but these costs also
are not recoverable(pp. 276).
Substitution damages, the court's estimate of the amount the promisee needs
to purchase an adequate substitute, also maybe inaccuate in many cases less
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dramatic than the emerald hypothetical discussed above. This is largely
because of product differentiation and early absolescence. As product
differentiation becomes more common, the supply of products that will
substitute precisely for the promisor's performance is reduced 82.
In addition, problems of prediction often make it difficult to put a promise in
the position where he would have been and his promisor performed'<. If a
breach by a contractor would significantly delay or prevent completion of a
construction project and the project differs in important respects from other
projects, for example, a department store in a different location than previous
stores courts may be reluctant to award < speculative " lost profits
attributable to the beach.s"
Second, promisees have economic incentives to sue for damages when
damages are likely to be fully compensatory.s-
Abreaching promisor is reluctant to perform and may be hostile.f" This makes
specific performance an unattractive remedy in cases in which the promisuris
promisor's is complex, because the promisor is more likely to render a
defective performance when that performance IS coerced, and the
defectiveness of complex performance is difficult to establish in court.s?
Further, when the promisor's performance must be rendered overtime, as in
construction or requirements contracts, it is costly for the promise to monitor
a reluctant promisor's conducts". If the damage remedy is compensatory, the
promise would prefer it to incurring theses monitoring costs. Finally, given the
time to resolve law suits, promisees would commonly prefer to make
substitute transactions promptly and sue later for damages rather than hold
their affairs in suspension while awaiting specific performance. The very fact
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that a promissee requests specific performance thus implies that damages are
inadequate remedy.
The third reason why courts should permit promisees to elect routinely the
remedy of specific performance is that promisees posses better information
than courts as to both the adequacy of damages and the difficulties of
coercing performance.s? Promisees know better than courts whether the
damages a court is likely to award would be adequate because promisees are
more familiar with the costs that breach imposes on them. In addition,
promises generally know more about their promisors than do courts; thus
they are in a better position to predict whether specific performance decree
will induce their promisors to render satisfactory performance.
In sum, restrictions on the availability of specific performance can not be
justified on the basis that damage awards are usually compensatory.v? On the
contrary, compensation goal implies that specific performance should be
cheaply available. This is because damage awards actually are under
compensatory in more cases than is commonly supposed.v! the fact of a
specific performance request itself good evidence that damages would be in
adequate.v- and courts should delegate to premisees the decision of which
remedy best satisfies the compensation goal further, expanding the
availability of specific perforamcne would not result in greater exploitation of
promisors.v-
3.3.1. Specific perforamcne and efficiency
Before examining in detail the efficiency justification that could be given for
restricting specific performance; it will be useful to relate these justifications
to the possible bases of compensation goal. First, suppose that the goal rests
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on utilitarian or wealth maximization grounds, that is on assumption that
compensating disappointed promisees fully IS less costly than not
compensating them fully.?+ If the broader availability of specific performance
would generate transaction cost that exceeds the costs of under compensation
the specific performance remedy would avoid, then current restriction on
specific performance would be justified.P> On the other hand, if the
compensation goal rests on a moral notion that promises should be kept, that
contract remedies should effectuate the state of affairs - performance, that the
promisor has a duty to bring about and that the promisee has a right to have
brought about, then specific performance is a preferable remedy to damages
even though it might generate higher costs.w These costs would be the price
of achieving the moral goal of contract remedies.?? Under this theory, the
promisee's right to an actual performance should be overriden only if the
costs of its exercise would be so excessive as to constitute an interference with
the rights of other persons'": Both possible bases of the compensation goal
thus would support the routine availability of specific performance unless
specific performance is more costly remedy than damages.v? There are two
principal ways in which efficiency might suffer as a result of expanding
specific performancew". First, many parties might prefer to have the specific
performance remedy available only in those cases in which the law currently
grants it.IOI If the remedy's availability were greatly expanded, these parties
would negotiate contract provisions restricting its use.I02 Legal limitation on
the availability of specific performance save these transition costs. Professor
Anthony Kronman has argued that limiting specific performance is justified
precisely because it avoids such 'Pre-breach' negutiation-P". Second if specific
performance were cheaply available, promisors who wanted to breach would
often be compelled to bribe promisees to release them from their
obligations.tv+
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The negotiations required might be more complex and costly than the post
breach negotiations that occur when breaching promisors have merely to pay
promisees their damages. 105
"intention justification" theories for restricting specific perforamcne argue that
the class of cases in which the parties now can get the remedy, and the class
of cases in which the parties would want the remedy to be available are
coextensive-v". There are two difficulties with this position 107. First there is no
reason to assume that the parties, preferences are congruent with current
law.I08 Second, it is excessively difficult to drive from parties preferences
general legal rules respecting when either remedy should be used. 109
Both weaknesses are illustrated through an analysis of the most sophisticated
intention justification theory, that of professor Kronman.U? Kronman
classifies as "unique" those objects for which courts would have great
difficulty in identifying substitutes+!". courts today generally limit specific
performance to such cases.U? Professor. Kronman argues that this limitation
is consistent with the parties intention; if they were to contract as to remedy
in the absence of a general rule, they would create a specific perforamcne
remedy only for sales of 'unique' goods.I P Kronman's argument starts from
the premise that the "cost of a specific performance provision to the promisor
will be determined, in part, by his own estimate of the likelihood that he will
want to breach the contract" . But contrary to this intention justification
theory, there is no single factor such as the uniqueness of the performance
will determine the parties' preferences as to remedy in all cases, for the
parties preferences are context dependent.t!+
Further analysis would probably suggest additional discrepancies between the
remedies the parties desire in specific situations and those the law now
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provides. Therefore, because it has not been established that restricting
specific performance minimizes transaction cost of negotiating remedies and
tailoring remedies to the parties preference would be so costly
administratively, intention justification theories should be abandaoned as
guides to remedy availability. Rather, specific performance should be made
generally available on the ground that the compensation goal is not met
adequately by making damages the sole available remedy in many cases. lIS
3.3.2 Efficiency gains from the routine availability of specific
performance.
The analysis thus for suggests that making specific performance widely
available at the election of the promisee would not result in more costly pre or
post breach negotiations than the damage remedy does at present 116 Further
expanding the availability of specific performance would produce certain
efficiency gams like it would rrumrmze the inefficiencies of under
compensation, reduce the need for liquidated damage clause, minimize
strategic behavior, and save the costs of litigating complex damage issues.t!?
First, if only a damage remedy is available promisors may sometimes breach
when their gains from breach exceeds the damages a court will asses, through
not the full costs breach imposes on the promisees. lIB
Second, under current law, parties have an incentive to create a contractual
specific performance remedy in cases in which specific performance is now
prohibited or its availability is uncertain by negotiating liquidated damage
clause ... 119 This is because these clauses perform the same function as
specific performance ensuring adequate compensation or performance when
damage rules provide neither. If specific performance were routinely available,
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much of the costs to the parties of negotiating liquidated damage clauses
would be saved 120.
Third, commentators have argued that liquidated damage clause that require
relatively high payout would create incentives for the promisee to breach
when changed circumstances cause the promise to prefere the payout to
perforamcne.Pt.
Generally the compensation goal of contract law can be achieved by requiring
the promisor to pay damages or by requiring the promisor to render the
promised performance.P? Under current law, a promisee is entitled to a
damage award as of right but the court retains discretion to decide whether
specific performance should be granted.R" Because specific performance is a
superior method for achieving the compensation goal, promises should be
able to obtain specific performance on request.wt An extended specific
performance remedy would not generate greater transaction costs than the
damage remedy involves, nor would its increased use interfere unduly with
the liberty interests of promisor.Vf Making specific performance freely
available also would eliminate the uncertainty costs of planning and litigation
created by the difficulty of predicting whether the remedy will be available.v=
In addition, this reform would reduce the negotiation costs incurred by parties
in attempting to create forms of contractural specific performance such as
liquidated damage clauses.
In Ethiopian legal system, remedy of specific performance IS exception.t-?
That is, unlike remedy of damages specific performance IS not cheaply
available and there are stringient requirement that the aggrieved party is
required to met, for instance, as provided under. Article 2329 of the civil code,
the creditor so as to demand remedy of specific performance he has to show
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to the satisfaction of the court that performance of the contract is of a
particular interest to him. Further the buyer may not demand the forced
performance of the contract where the sale relates to a thing in respect of
which a purchase in replacement conforms to commercial practice or such
purchase can be effected by him without inconvinience or considerable
expense.t-f The following case between W[tc: Shewanesh Assefa Vs Ato
Mulunesh Amare may illustrate the above idea. 129
In this case the plaintiff, plaintiff, on sale contract concluded on August 9,
1988 EC bought a Taxi from the defendant (seller) for $6,000 Eth. Birr. On
the very date of the contract the plaintiff paid Birr. 5,000 our of the purchase
price and took possession of the car on the same dade.
The plaintiff in her allegation stated that she has caused the Taxi-cub to be
examined after delivery and found it to be defective and that it doesn't serve
for the purpose for which it was bought. She contended that she has notified
this fact to the defendant and required him to either return to her the money
she has paid in the form of price or put right the defects in the car and deliver
it to her. But, she said that the defendant refused to make good the defect in
the Taxi nor to refend her the money she paid.
The plaintiff now sued the defendant to either put right the defects in the Taxi
or refund her the money she paid for the price. The defendant however, in his
response replied that he has not promised under the terms of their contract to
make good the defects in the car and delivery it to the plaintiff. He said he
delivered the car to the plaintiff as it was.
The court after analyzing the following two issues, reached at the conclusion
that the sale contract between the two parties shall be concelled and the
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defendant should refund the money paid by the plaintiff together with its
interest and take back the Taxi from the plaintiff.
(1) Is the defendant (seller) legally bound to guarantee to the plaintiff (buyer)
that the taxi he sold is not affected by defects and serves the purpose for
which it was bought or not?
2. Should The Contract Be Performed Or Cancelled?
Concerning the first issue, the court analyzed it in light of Art. 2287 and
2289(1) of the civil code. The court held that pursuant to Art. 2287 of the civil
code, the seller shall guarantee to the buyer that the thing sold is not affected
by defects. And per. Art. 2289,(1) of the code, the warranty shall become
effectivewhere the thing doesn't posses the quality required for its normal use
or commercial exploitation.
In the case at hand, the court said, it is clear that the plaintiff bought the Taxi
for commercial exploitation and it is also ascertained by witness to be so
witnesses have testified also that he Taxi was not in a working condition. And
the defendant 0 his part didn't prove to the satisfaction of the court that the
taxi can serve the purpose for which it was bought. There fore, the court held
that, even if the defendant did not promise in the contract to put right the
defects in the car, this is algal duty and hence the defendant is duty bound by
law to warrant to the plaintiff that the Taxi is not affected by defects and
serves the commercial purpose for which it was bought.
The court analyze the second issue in the light of Arts. 2330 and 2344 of the
civil code. The court held that in accordance with Art. 2330 of the civil code,
the buyer may not demand the forced performance of the contract where the
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sale relates to a thing in respect of which a purchase in replacement conforms
to commercial proactive or such purchase can be effected by him without
inconvenience or considerable expense. In the case under discussion, the
courts held that the plaintiff can buy another Taxi in replacement for the
former one. On the other hand, the plaintiff did not prove to the satisfaction of
the court that she can't buy another Taxi without inconvenience or
considerable expenses. Therefore, the court reject her claim that the
defendant should make good the defects in the car and deliver it to her.
On the issue of cancellation the court held that pursuant to art. 2344 (1) of
the civil code, the contract may be cancelled where the thing is affected by a
defect against which the seller warranted the buyer. In the present case, it is
proved that he car sold to the plaintiff is affected by defects and can't sarve
the commercial purpose for which it was bought. Also, it is proved that the
defendant is duty bound by law to guarantee to the plaintiff that the car he
sold is not affected by defects and can serve the purpose for which it was
bought. Therefore, the court held that the contract between the two parties
should be cancelled for the above mentioned reasons.
In the above the plaintiff was asking the court to grant her either specific
performance or cancellation of the contract. But the court held that the
contract between the two parties should be cancelled for the reasons it
mentioned above. It denied here specific performance by analyzing her
question of specific performance insight of Article 2330 and 2344 of the civil
code. In accordance with Art. 2330 of the civil code, the buyer may not
demand the forced performance of the contract where the sale relates to a
thing in respect of which purchase interlacement is possible or such purchase
can be effected by him without inconvenience or considerable expense. And in
the case at hand the plaintiff can buy another taxi in replacement for the
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former one. On the other hand, the plaintiff did not prove to the satisfaction of
the court that she can't buy another Taxi with out inconvenience or
considerable expenses. Here the decision the court give is correct, what the
writer would like to comment is on the stringent requirement which the law
puts so as to give remedy of specific performance, that is the duty to show to
the satisfaction of the court that purchase in replacement is to possible or
possible with inconvenience or considerable expense. As to the understanding
of the writer, these stringent requirements shall not be there so as to demand
specific performance because it IS specific performance which adequately
achieves the compensation goal of contract remedies and that makes the
guiding principle under Art. 1731 (!) of the civil code effective and practical.
This being the case, to provide such stringent requirements would not be
accurate.
So far we have seen various justifications for restricting the expanding of the
availability of remedy of specific performance. We have seen those justification
and their draw backs. And, finally the writer reached at the conclusion that
since the expanding of the availability of remedy of specific performance will
not have out weighting draw backs than the remedy of damages has, and to
achieve the compensation goal of contract remedies i.e to put the aggrieved
creditor in the position that he would have had the promisor performed, it is
specific performance that shall be cheaply available.
The other important question to be answered is are the available remedies
under Ethiopian contract law fully compensatory? In most actions for breach
of contract, the damages recoverable are restricted to compensation for
pecuniary harrn.R? This harm may be in the form of gains prevented by the
breach or in the form of loses suffered.P?
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The breach of a contract, practically, always causes mental vexation, feeling of
disappointment and contract frustration in the plaintiff, but he seldom thinks
of asking for a money payment there of because it is believed that an
equivalent pecuniary satisfaction for his pecuniary injury will sufficiently
restore the plaintiffs satisfaction and as a result his intervening vexation, IS
disregarded. 131
In common law countries so as to avoid contract frustration an
disappointment and intervening vexation, there is a concept of mental
suffering damages. 132
Claims for damages for mental pain and suffering have caused much conflict
and difference of opinion, both in the field of tort and in the field of
contract.l P In many cases therefore, it is not possible to determine whether
the theory of the case held by either the plaintiff or the court was that the
action was for a tort or for a breach of contract, or for both at once.F'" It can't
be said that there is a clear line of distinction between tort and contract, with
respect to damages for mental suffering.P> A large number of the cases in
which such damages are asked are cases against carriers, telegraph
companies, and innkeepers - all ofwhom are bound by certain duties that are
independent of contract, but who usually have also made a contract for the
performance of a duty. 136
The most common sorts of contracts for breach of which damages have been
awarded as compensation for mental suffering have been engagement to
marry, contract of carriers and innkeepers with passengers and quests, and
contracts for the delivery of death messages. 137 This enumeration is not to be
understood to be complete or exhaustive; but these are all cases in which
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personal feelings are most deeply involved and which mental suffering IS
lively to be most poignant. 138
Is there a concept of damages of mental suffering under Ethiopian contract
law? Pecuniary deprivation may reduce one to poverty and bankruptcy, and
the humiliation and mental discontent may be very greets, but thus far, under
Ethiopian contract law damages are not awarded for such humiliation and
discomfort, that is three is no concept of damages of mental suffering. So, how
could we say that the remedies available are fully compensatory?
When we see damages is Ethiopian law, the damage provisions in Ethiopian
civil code ore limited provisions.P? since all provisions are about the damage
caused by non-performance of the contracts.
Non-performance of contracts may result from either when one party fails to
carry out his obligations; totally, in part, properly or according to the time
fixed.v'v In all cases there is non-performance of the contracts. Where a party
fails to carry out his obligations by one or all reasons mentioned above, then
the other party, may according to the circumstances of the case require;
forced performance of the contract (see Articles 1776 - 1783 of civil code), or
the cancellation of the contract by the court (see Articles 1784 - 1785 of the
civil code), or cancellation by one party (see Articles 1786 - 1789 of the civil
code).
The breach of contract practically always cause mental vexation and
feelings of disappointment in the aggrieved party, but he seldom thinks of
asking for a money payment there of.141 It is believed that an equivalent
pecuniary satisfaction for his pecuniary injury will sufficiently restore the
creditor's satisfaction, and his intervening vexation is disregardcd.v'? And as
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we have seen earlier Anglo - American legal system allow compensation for
moral damage when the breach of contract entitled or brought about a mental
vexation of the creditor or disappointment 143. But when we come to the
Ethiopian legal system, in principle, in the breach of contract, damages are
awarded only for the material damage.t+' But non-material compensation is
possible only for tort. And Art 2105(2) of the civil code provides that "Unless
otherwise expressly provided by law, moral harm may not be made good by
way of damages. That is even in case of tort, there will not be moral damage
unless the law so provided, and the compensation for moral injury may in no
case exceed one thousand Ethiopian birr. Generally in Ethiopian contract law
there is no provision which awards the aggrieved party mental suffering
damages. But we can have sale transaction in which personal feelings are
most deeply involved and in which mental suffering is likely to be most
poignant.
As provided under Art. 2270(2) of the civil code the subject of sale may relate
to a future thing which the seller undertakes to make for delivery to the
buyer. That is sale contract may exist on the thing which is non-existant at
the time of the conclusion of the contract. Accordingly to he bride conclude
sale contract with the baker so that the seller undertakes 0 deliver a wedding
cake. But on that date (wedding date) the seller (baker) fails to deliver the
cake, and this is a clear case of non-performance because under Art. 2266
and 2273 (1) of the civil code it is provided that the seller is under duty to
deliver the thing sold in accordance with the provisions of the contract. In this
case the bride has sustained pecuniary harm. Besides, this act of the seller
causes on her mental vexation and disappointment. And for the pecuniary
harm the law blessed her with remedy of damage. But since there is no
concept of mental suffering damages in Ethiopian legal system her mental
vexation and disappointment is disregarded.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
The act of entering in to contract is a prior appreciation and acceptance of the
relationship's out comes which result form the interaction. Under our law,
where freedom of contract is the guiding principle, one mayor may not enter
in to contractual obligation. It goes without saying contract is a legally
enforceable agreement, once entered that transaction, the way out is limited;
the obligation is to be governed by the mandatory provisions of the law and
the terms of the contract; and as the definition puts, it is enforceable
agreement before the court of law.
So far we have seen remedies available under Ethiopian contract law for the
aggrieved party in case of breach of contract, sale contract in particular. Since
it is not all instance of non-performance the entitle the aggrieved creditor to
those contractual remedies cancellation, damages, specific performance and
price reduction, we have seen those instances of non-performance that entitle
the creditor to those contract remedies. Legal requirements which the
aggrieved party is required to met so as to demand those remedies are also
dealt in the work. Finally the writer has tried to evaluate the adequacy of
those remedies available under our contract law. Even if, the guiding principle
as found in Article 1731 (1) of the civil code being " provisions of contract
lawfully formed shall bind parties as if it is a law" the remedies available
don't seem to go with the guiding principle.
That is if the provisions of contract lawfully formed bind parties as if they
were law, it should have specific performance been cheaply available remedy.
Because the compensation goal of contract remedies is putting the injured
party as good a position as performance would have given him or that he
would have had the promisor performed. Among the remedies available to the
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promisee, it is specific perturmance that will accurately achieve the purpose
of contract remedies, because it gives the promisee a precise performance
that he purchased. But when we see the situation under our law, unlike
remedies of damages and cancellation, specific performance is an exception
(not cheaply available) and it is the stringent requirements attaches to it and
the fact that it is within the discretion of the court make it exceptional. Here
the law on the one hand asserts that provisions of contract lawfully formed
shall bind parties as if they are laws. Surprisingly enough, on the other hand
it makes the remedy of specific performance which would make the guiding
principle which is found under Art. 1731(1)effective,exception.
Law puts stringent requirements so as to demand specific performance and it
is in.effect depriving the strength (effectiveness)of what is provided under Art.
1731(1).
Besides, in Ethiopian legal system, in the contract, damages awarded not to
punish the debtor, but it is a civil sanction to compensate the creditor. That is
damages have no punishing purpose. There can be no doubt that the general
purpose underlying the law of damages they are given for bleach of contract is
to compensate the aggrieved creditor. This is true in what ever way we may
measure the amount of damages to be recovered. So that the remedies of
damages in breach of contract are not so severe up on the wrongdoers (the
debtor). And this in one way or another way open the opportunities for
potential wrong doers to act carelessly, maliciously or recklessly to wards
their creditor to discharge there obligations. And this in effect reduce the
effectiveness of, the binding effect of contract up on parties as if it is a law.
Generally, from the indications above the writer reach at the conclusion that,
even if Art. 1731 (1) of the civil code says 'provisions of constrict is a law
between parties' contract under Ethiopian contract law is not really binding
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as if it is a law and the remedies available under our contract law do not
guarantee to say contract has binding effect on parties as if it is a law.
In most actions for bleach of contract, the damages recoverable are restricted
to compensation of pecuniary harm. But the breach of contract practically
always causes mental vexation and feelings of disappointment in the
aggrieved creditor. In Ethiopia legal system in the breach of contract, damages
are awarded only for the material damage, and non-materials damages
(compensation) is possible only for fort. That is even if we have sorts of sale
transaction (contracts) in which personal feelings are most deeply involved
and the breach of which causes mental vexation and disappointment, there is
no damages for such vexation and disappointment and our contact law
disregards these things in compensating the creditor. In this point the writer
conclude that the remedies available are not fully compensatory.
Finally, provisions of contact law fully formed to have binding effect an parties
as if they were laws, and the remedies available to be fully compensatory, the
whiter would like to recommend:
Specific performance shall be routinely available remedy by the
election of the aggrieved party.
The concept of punitive damage shall be adopted in the Ethiopian
legal system.
Ethiopian central law shall adopt mental suffering damages.
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